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Flooring
Q & A
with

Joel J.

Joel Jensen
Hey Joel,
Q: One of our decorative holiday      
     candles tipped over and we 
     now have wax melted 
     into our carpeting. What 
     should we do?
A: Scrape as much wax out of 
     the carpet as you can with 
     a spoon. Then put an ice cube 
     on the wax to freeze it. Leave 
     it there for a minute. The wax 
     should harden enough to 
     break it up and get more of it 
     out. To remove more wax put 
     a clean brown paper bag over 
     the spot, and place a clothes 
     iron on it, set on low. The wax 
     will liquify and transfer to the 
     paper. Apply a new paper bag 
     as often as necessary until
     all of the wax is gone.   
 Joel says:
    Remember, spots and stains can 
    be tricky, and certain cleaners and 
    techniques can cause permanent 
    damage. Call Jensen’s anytime for 
    a free quote if you’d like us to take 
    a look.

Have a flooring question for Joel? 
Email it to:

info@jensenscarpetcare.com
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How to make New Year’s 
resolutions you’ll actually keep
Another year is underway and many of us have mustered up our will-

power for a brand new set of New Year’s resolutions.  Most common in the 
Western Hemisphere, we make resolutions with full intention of achieving 
them, to make life better than before, right?  But what percentage of reso-
lutions is broken in weeks, days, or even hours?  There are different ways 
to be right about this, but to change all that and to help you make 2023 the 
best year yet, here are four ideas that can help you to make and keep
resolutions:

1.  Make your resolutions simple.
Sometimes people find themselves aiming for an overhaul of their entire 

lifestyle, and this is simply a recipe for disappointment and guilt. Don’t 
overdo it because experience shows these things can’t all be achieved at 
once. Why not focus clearly on one or two of your most important goals 
this year and go from there?

2. Choose well.
Okay, keep resolutions simple.  But which should you choose? You may 

want to concentrate on those that will have the greatest impact on your hap-
piness, health and fulfillment. For example, regular exercise will obviously 
improve your health, but it will also give you a sense of pride and will make 
you happy, right?

3. Be realistic.
Don’t aim too high and ignore reality – consider your previous experi-

ence with resolutions. What led to failure then? It may be that you resolved 
to lose too much weight or save an unrealistic amount of money. Keep 
in mind that there will always be more opportunities to start on the next 
phase, so set realistic goals. Or if you don’t want to hold back, set clear 
short-term goals on your way to a big achievement. Which leads to tip 
number four.

4. Create bite-sized portions.
Break goals down to manageable chunks. This may be the most essen-

tial ingredient for success. Setting and achieving smaller goals will give 
you momentum for continuing on to bigger achievement. Set clear, realistic 
goals such as losing seven pounds, saving $25 a month, or going for a run 
once a week. Then decide exactly how you will make this happen.  Keep in 
mind that “proper prior planning prevents poor performance.”                                   

“A goal unwritten is only a wish.”  So go ahead and write them down. 
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Healthy talk

Quotes for January
“The most important thing you can do to achieve 
your goals is to make sure that as soon as you set 
them you immediately begin to create momentum.”  

– Tony Robbins  
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Featured Local Event:
January 2023

     Date: Thurs (1/26) - Sun (1/29)
Location: Radisson Conference

Center (Oneida Casino)
The ALL-CANADA SHOW is the 

place to meet Canada’s best fishing 
and hunting destinations. Over 80 
Canadian lodge owners and out-
fitters will be at the show from the 
Canadian provinces of Manitoba, 
Ontario, Saskatchewan, 
Newfoundland and  the Northwest 
Territories.

Adults-$12; Seniors-$10;
Kids 17 and under-free

Free Parking
For details, visit: 

www.AllCanada.com

The hardest part of staying on a 
healthy diet starts when you step outside 
your front door. Eating away from home 
is the downfall of many committed 
healthy eaters because most restaurant 
menus feature high-fat, supersize meals. 
And those eateries that do offer low-cal 
alternatives often are more expensive.  
So here are  eight  money-saving strate-
gies for eating healthy when you’re away 
from home:
1. Before you go to lunch or dinner, eat a light snack.  A piece of fruit or 
some veggies will take the edge off any hunger pangs and give you the energy 
to make sensible choices when choosing where and what to eat. If you wait until 
you’re ravenous, you’re more likely to settle for fast food, order too much or 
gobble down breadsticks while you wait.
2.  Avoid ordering anything with the title “supersize” or “value meal” or 
“combo.” Choose regular-size sandwiches and spend any leftover cash on a 
piece of fruit for dessert.
3.  Ask your waiter to hold the chips and salsa or bread and butter until 
your meal is served. Save your appetite for the main course.

4.  Have an appetizer as your entrée. The portion sizes for appetizers are often 
sufficient to fill you up, and you’ll save money.
5.  Split an entrée with a friend. In many restaurants, a main course with an 
extra side is plenty of food for two.
6.  Plan to have leftovers. Order with the intention of taking half home with 
you for another meal.
7.  Ask your server to keep dressings, sauces and toppings on the side. You 
can get the flavors you want without the extra fat and calories.
8.  Share one dessert with everyone at the table. Your sweet tooth can be 
satisfied with just a bite or two.

 Client of the month:
January 2023

Steve Knuth
We at Jensen’s Carpet 

Care & Restoration truly 
appreciate your business 
and the kind words you 

had about our technicians. 
Thank you!



Get exclusive specials when you “Like” us at
www.Facebook.com/JensensCarpetCare
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Jensen’sJensen’s
Cool Blogs,
Sites & Online
Resources to 
Check Out
This Month!

January 2023

Oh My Disney
Fun and interactive for lovers of every-
thing Disney, this website is a delight
for young and old. ohmydisney.com

The Billfold  
As we start 2023, this is a terrific web-
site to visit. This site breaks one of the 
last taboos in our culture — talking about 
what you earn, what you spend, what 
you owe. thebillfold.com 

The Naming  
January as a month was named  after a 
Roman god Janus. Back in 700 B.C., a 
Roman leader named Numa Pompilius 
made January the first month of a 10 
month calendar which was 304 days 

long, and contained no calendar months 
for the winter season.

Start a meal with soup
A timely fun fact for those starting diets
in January - according to a study by 
Pennsylvania State University, eating 
soup as a first course can reduce the 
overall calorie intake at a meal by as 
much as 26 percent. “Soup is the 
ultimate comfort food because it’s warm 
and filling, as well as incredibly flavorful 
and full of nutrients,” the study said.
Opt for water-based soups such as 
tomato, vegetable, and broths; as 
opposed to cream-based soups like 
chowders, bisques, and potato soup.

Beyond pepperoni
Pizza is enjoyed all over the world, with pepperoni the 

favorite in the U.S.  But every country has its own take on toppings. 
Here are some popular international pizza toppings that you might 
like to try:

 • India: pickled ginger, minced mutton, and tofu
 • Japan: mayonnaise, potato, and bacon
 • Russia: sardines, tuna, mackerel, and onions
 • France: bacon, onion, and fresh cream
 • Australia: scrambled eggs or shrimp and pineapple

By the way, what do you suppose “Canadian Bacon”
is called in Canada?  One answer is “back bacon.”

   A bad dream?
      (funny!)

Ernestina was taking an afternoon nap on New Year’s Eve 
before the festivities. After she woke up, she confided to Ralph, 
her husband, “I just dreamed that you gave me a diamond ring for 
a New Year’s present. What do you think it all means?”

“Aha, you’ll know tonight,” answered Ralph smiling broadly.
At midnight, as the New Year was chiming, Ralph approached 

Ernestina and handed her small package. Delighted and excited 
she opened it quickly. There in her hand rested a book entitled: 
“The meaning of dreams.”
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Need help now? Call us! 
(920) 393-4062

info@jensenscarpetcare.com
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Your new January
issue has arrived...



Do you know anyone who is an 

off-season bargain hunter? Please be

sure to call or email us and we will give

them a FREE room of carpet cleaning

in your name!  Thanks!

P.S.  We will send you a $10 Gift 

Certificate for your referral. So thanks in 

advance!!

Hello Friend!  Have you ever used discounted websites like Hotwire.com® or Expedia.com®? If so, then this is 
your month to clean your carpets!  

The way those websites work is they sell their hotel rooms, car rentals, and/or flights at deep discounts be-
cause a discounted sale is better than no sale at all. And frankly, in January, for a carpet cleaner like us, a filled 
schedule is better than no schedule at all.  So when it comes to carpet cleaning at a discount…

Nothing comes close to cleaning in January!
So, if you are longing for fluffy, clean, healthy carpet; if you want carpet that shines and has NO spots. And, if 

you want it all at a bargain price.  Call us this month and…

Discover these four benefits of cleaning “off season”…
 Benefit 1: You get our premium service including our exclusive five step cleaning system at a HUGE
        discount!
           Benefit 2: Your home will be treated with respect and we promise to take extra measures to keep the 
        cold out and the heat in.
 Benefit 3: You can have your pick of our schedule as we are usually just trying to keep busy this time
        of year.
 Benefit 4: Did we mention you get all this at a HUGE discount?

If you are a bargain hunter, it doesn’t get any better than this. It pains us to slash our prices this much, but we 
have to do what we have to do to keep things afloat during January.  So instead of reminding you that your carpets 
need to be cleaned every 6-12 months to maintain their health and beauty, in lieu of educating you that your
carpets don’t need to look dirty to need a professional cleaning, rather than letting you know that your car-
pet is a giant filter that holds onto dust mites, allergens, dirt, pollutants and the like…instead of all that 
we will just say… 

Jensen’sJensen’s
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SPECIAL INSERT

Stop here for astonishing
savings…

It’s our “slow season” so we’ve slashed prices 
just to keep busy – If you are an “off season”

bargain hunter...this one is for you!

January 2023

Astonishing Savings!
Call Jensen’s Carpet Care & Restoration 

920-393-4062
or email: info@jensenscarpetcare.com

before January 31, 2023, and: 
  • 15% OFF partial home carpet cleaning 
   • 20% OFF whole home carpet cleaning
   • 33% OFF Carpet Protection**

Some restrictions may apply. Minimum charge always applies. Not
valid with other offers. ** Must be in combination with carpet cleaning.



Thank you for the referrals!
Special thanks to all those who referred Jensen’s… 
Rick Dekker, Ashley DeGroot, Sarah Staeven, Mike and Terry Johnson, Rayand MaryJo Janssen, Zoe VanOss, Tanya Kielpikowski, 
Debbie Nyes, Macco’s, Jill Hendricks, Nathan Kleczewski, Emily and Erik Nelson, Diane Bohm, Joan Hutjens, Heather and Ryan 
Svejda, Linda Peters, Mary Dorn, Dennis Bushman, Andrea Tebon, Mark and Lisa Messerschmidt, Macco’s Floor Covering Center, 
Carpet City, Home Interiors Flooring & Design Center, IMS Barter, Facebook, Google Search and Reviews, Yelp and Angie’s List, 
Toonen Properties, Kos Management, Brook Park Apartments, Alliance Management, Olejniczak Realty, Keller Williams Realty
Thanks for all the kind words!
Joan Rosseau - “Tech was wonderful and polite. He worked very neatly. The carpets are old and I could not be happier with how 
they cleaned up.”
Meagan Meyer - “Everything went perfect, my carpets look amazing.”
Ellen Frank - “The repair turned out great! Can’t even tell where it was patched. Thanks again so much!”
Jan Vandenhuevel - “We are very satisfied, and would recommend your company. They were very polite informative and respectful. 
Give your crew a raise.”
Elaine Delwiche - “Thank you. Couldn’t be happier. So glad to have found a good service.”  
Dylan Leonard - “Carpet looks great. Dried up nicely, we are pleased it was well worth the money.”  
Mary Ann Longlais - “The carpets look fine and your employees very gracious and kind. Nice job!”  
Doug Slicker (Cousins Subs) - “Everything turned out great! Our staff was very pleased with the work your team performed!” 
Barb Mahcon - “Everything went great!  The carpet looks brand new.  He did a great job!  Exceeded our expectations!!
Thank you so much!”
Jessica Alberts - “I’m so happy with your service. I will definitely continue to use your company and provide recommendations to 
friends and family.”  
Barb Schumacher - “The techs did an amazing job, got all spots out of light carpeting.””  
Theresa Dequaine - “Cleaning went very well. The tech was very kind and did a great job. Thank you for another year.”
Richard Martin - “We are pleased with the cleaning of our 30 plus year old living room carpet. This includes the extra effort of the 
service technician, to clean the well-worn and dirty areas in front of our casual chairs and sofa.  While the areas were not returned to 
a pristine condition, the results were more than satisfactory. We will use Jensen’s service again.”
Pat Udvig - “Every room and stairs look great.  Thank you for your wonderful service.”
Steve Knuth - “The Techs were professional, careful, and courteous.  I was extremely pleased. The reversible wool area rug from 
IKEA did not bleed and the stains came out beautifully.” 
Meagan Meyer  - “Another great job. I tried so many times to clean the floors, but nothing compares to how well they cleaned them. 
Thanks again!” 
Caprice Brown - “As a repeat customer I must say the tech did a fantastic job! He took his time and was very thorough with every-
thing! I appreciate it so much! I’ll be in touch again for the spring.”
Other positive comments from:
Beth Schmidt, Mary Sigl, Kathy Achten, Carrie Bohrer, Mitchell Windorff, Kathy Schadrie, Karen Opolka, Margaret Petitjean, Dan 
Petraitis, Osiris Donan, David Byrnes, Sue Kaczrowski, Julie Rentmeester, Connie Brusky, MaryEllen Brozek, Doug Jolliff, Marjorie 
Oleary, Michelle Berg 

January thanks from 
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